
MINUTES OF MEETING DATED 23.5.2010 
 
Venue : Ganges club, ganges room, 11.30-12.30 PM 
 
Persons present : Mr Vijay Parikh, Mrs Nita Parikh, Ms Sharad Narain, Mr Sumit 
Agarwal, Mr Saurabh Agarwal, Mrs Smita Kanodia, Mr Sushil Gupta, Mr Sanjay 
Srivastava, Mr Akhilesh singh, Mr Gaurav Dubey 
 
Decisions  
 
1 ) One proposal to be made for getting sponsorships from our friends and associates 
which should involve the fix investment in tables and benches upto Rs 25000 and running 
expenses of  Rs 4000 per month for 3 teachers, so that we can go for adoption of more 
schools on the model on which we have been working. The proposal should have 
concrete data and supportings to make it appealing. For this the power point presentation 
that we have is to be sent to all members and they have to give their suggestions for 
additions  / modifications to the same. 
 
2 ) We have to get a PRERNA brochure printed also which can be sent to the clubs, 
associations etc , wherever we require their sponsorship or support in our activities 
 
3 ) Date of inauguration of barra school was decided as 17th June ( Thursday ) in evening 
for which all directors have to give their list of invitees ( close contacts who can be 
associated with our cause ) so that we may plan in advance. 
 
4 ) We have to provide indoor games such as carrom, chess, ludo etc in the government 
schools so that we can involve the children and allure them to come to school even in 
summer vacation. During summer vacation , we have to ensure teaching for four hours so 
that we can improve the level of the students 
 
5 ) list of name and mobile nos of prerna staff to be sent to all directors 
 
6 ) cost of solar inverter fit for 4 fans, tubelights and computers to be found out by mr 
sushil gupta 
 
MEETING OF TEACHERS  
 
Venue : 111/230 harsh nagar  
 
Persons present : sumit agarwal, smita kanodia ,sushil gupta, saurabh agarwal, gaurav 
dubey, sanjay srivastava,  akhilesh singh and all teachers of government schools – neeta 
singh, archana dubey, bhavna pal, shalini srivastava, diksha dixit, deepti pandey, anju 
misra, mithilesh srivastava  
 
Decisions 
 



1 ) electrical connection to be taken in barra school and wiring to be done , as due to heat, 
it is very difficult to teach as per the teachers, we will fix fans and tube lights 
 
2 ) to get hand pump repaired or rebored through government agency in barra school  
 
3 ) to provide 10 tables and benches in vijay nagar home school as per demand of mrs 
anju misra. This school is running well on our home school model, so minor investment 
can be done 
 
4 ) Since most of the home school teachers have not attended , it seems they are 
frightened of the new test pattern and the pressure developed recently  ( five were absent 
) we may have to replace these schools in near future, so Mr sanjay srivastava to survey 
these areas and look for alternative teachers on urgent basis . 
 
5 ) Lakshya syllabus to be provided in Barra school as per demand of mrs neeta singh 
 
6 ) tests of children to be taken from 25th to 30th and after that parents teacher meeting in 
first week 
 
7 ) again teachers have pointed out that they still have not got the full set of books from 
class I to V of sarv shiksha abhiyan, it is to be immediately provided 
8 ) to get formal permission letter for 3 new schools from BSA urgently 
 
9 ) Principal of Barra School, Mr Zaki is interfering in working, saying he will not allow 
extra teaching of four hours, so permission for extended teaching to be taken from BSA 
 
10 ) to make time table of government schools in such a way that after each study period 
there is some entertainment so that children keep attending the school 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


